Hyde Park Winter Wonderland Ride Information
General Information
This year, a special selection of our rides are available to book in advance to help you plan
your experience. Simply select the number of tickets you require for your chosen ride(s),
and then you can take your ticket(s) to the ride to be scanned with no additional payment or
fuss.
We hope that by giving you this information in advance it will help you make more informed
decisions about whether or not each particular ride is for you, and therefore make your day
with us a little easier!
Please note that at Hyde Park Winter Wonderland there are many types of lights, sound
effects and atmospheric festive music playing throughout.
Access customers and their PAs/Carers should assess their own abilities and make an
informed decision about which attractions they are able to, or wish to use.
Although we will always try to be as fully inclusive as we possibly can at Hyde Park Winter
Wonderland certain rides and attractions in the Event are physically demanding and vigorous.
Hyde Park Winter Wonderland therefore reserves the right to refuse admission to any ride or
attraction should we feel that there is an unacceptable risk to your safety or the safety of
others should they participate.
Please note that, for the health and safety of our guests and of our staff, operators are not
permitted to physically transfer guests into and out of a ride carriage.
There are occasions when guests will be required to be evacuated from a ride. In such a
situation, our trained staff will attend and perform a controlled evacuation. Due to the
configuration of amusement rides, if an evacuation is required guests may be required to
exit the ride carriage and then walk along a designated route to exit the ride. This may
include the need to use a flight of stairs, sometimes at height and in low light conditions.
Whilst our staff will provide instruction, direction and accompany guests along the route
they are not permitted to make physical contact with a guest except in the simplest way eg:
where a restraint is to be released. Therefore, guests must ensure that the y are able to take
part in an evacuation, and if assistance would be required they should ensure that they are
accompanied by a person who is able to ensure that this can be achieved safely.
Due to the limited access space along certain evacuation routes lifting or transporting aides
eg: hoists/wheelchairs are not available. During an evacuation our experienced staff will
assess the situation and decide on the safe method to evacuate all guests. Depending upon
a guest’s disability it may be necessary to evacuate them last.
Children’s prices are up to 12 years old.
Please note, all rides are subject to change.

Specific Ride Info
1. Munich Looping
Type of Ride: Roller Coaster
Cost: £9
Ride photography: Has own photo booth
Ride info: A tall, high G-force ride, with intense changes of direction, loops and dips. This
coaster has five loops that will send the user upside down for brief periods.
2. Wilde Maus XXL Coaster
Type of Ride: Roller Coaster
Cost: £7 Adult. £5 Child
Ride photography: Has own photo booth
Ride info: This ride has a small fun house style course leading up to its entrance. When
aboard the ride, there are significant dips and fast turns at a considerable height.
3. XXL
Type of Ride: High Thrill Ride
Cost: £8
Ride photography: No
Ride info: High swinging left to right in a pendulum motion as well as spinning. Lots of
flashing lights on the arms of the ride and the surrounding areas. Considerable height and
speeds.
4. Ice Mountain Coaster
Type of Ride: Roller Coaster
Cost: £6 Adult. £4 Child
Ride photography: Has own photo booth
Ride info: A dark lit indoor ride, with changes of speed spins and dips. This coaster spins
around often, which may leave some users feeling unsteady. Uses flashing lights and strobes
in places.
5. The Hangover
Type of Ride: Drop Tower
Cost: £8 for adult £6 for child
Ride photography: No
Ride info: A vertical tower ride that takes users to the top of a large pillar. Riders are
strapped in with legs hanging. The ride drops once from half height and then from full. After
an undetermined pause at the top of the ride, the rider will feel the sensation of falling from
a height before the ride slows to a stop. The rider will feel exposed to the elements when at
full height.
6. Euro Coaster
Type of Ride: Roller Coaster
Cost: £6 Adult. £4 Child
Ride photography: Has own Photo booth

Ride info: The coaster has some dips and is at a considerable height. Users are strapped in
and the cart is suspended underneath the tracks with legs hanging.
7. Irrgarten Mirror Maze
Type of Ride: Walk Through Fun House
Cost: £5 adult £4 child
Ride photography: No
Ride info: A fun house that is full of different shaped mirrors. Flashing lights, music, uneven
floor. Various obstacles and flashing lights. Users will be required to have good balance and
comfortable traversing moving floor platforms.
8. AIR
Type of Ride: High Thrill ride
Cost: £8 adult £6 child
Ride photography: No
Ride info: Spins upside down and twists riders in multiple directions. High thrill ride.
9. Snow Jet
Type of Ride: Moderate - High Thrill. Some very fast speeds.
Cost: £5 adult, £4 child.
Ride photography: No
Ride info: Riders are spun around clockwise, while going up and down in a wave like fashion.
The seats are laid down at around a 45 degree angle so riders are somewhere between
horizontal and vertical. A fast ride with bright blue tinted light shining down on the riders.
Some fake snow effects towards the end.
10. Christmas Tree Ride
Type of Ride: Children’s Ride
Cost: £4 adult, £3 Child.
Ride photography: No
Ride info: Users sit in enclosed giant baubles as the ride slowly rotates around a scenic
Christmas Tree. The baubles gain be raised or lowered gently as the tree spins.
11. Real Ice Slide
Type of Ride: Family Friendly Ice Slide
Cost: £5 for 2 x Slides
Ride photography: No
Ride info: Riders walk up to the top of the real ice slide carrying their own inflatable ring. At
the top they can sit on this and slide down. Moderate speed that is slowed down at the end
with a carpeted area and slight incline. Parents and small children can share large rings.
12. Haunted Mansion
Type of Ride: Ghost Ride
Cost: £6 adult £5 child
Ride photography: No
Ride info: Riders sit in carriages that slowly move throughout the mansion with flashing
lights and scary noises. Dark throughout with illuminated characters and some real life

actors. Small jump-scares but not too loud. Not a fast ride. Different scary aspects at most
corners that may cause customers to jump.
13. Helter Skelter
Type of Ride: Family Friendly Slide
Cost: £3
Ride photography: No
Ride Restrictions: Rider climbs stairs up to the top of the helter skelter carrying their own
mat, then exits the ride at the top on an outside platform. Rider then slides down to the
bottom which winds round the structure. Moderate height.

